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Abstract
We present ExpAX, a framework for automating approxi-
mate programming. ExpAX consists of these three compo-
nents: (1) a programming model based on a new kind of pro-
gram specification, which we refer to as error expectations.
Our programming model enables programmers to implicitly
relax the accuracy constraints without explicitly marking op-
erations as approximate; (2) an approximation safety anal-
ysis that automatically infers a safe-to-approximate set of
program operations; and (3) an optimization that automati-
cally marks a subset of the safe-to-approximate operations
as approximate while statistically adhering to the error ex-
pectations. We evaluate ExpAX on a diverse set of Java ap-
plications. The results show that ExpAX provides significant
energy savings (up to 35%) with large reduction in program-
mer effort (between 3× to 113×) while providing formal
safety and statistical quality-of-result guarantees.
1. Introduction
Energy efficiency is a first-class design constraint in com-
puter systems. Its potential benefits go beyond reduced
power demands in servers and longer battery life in mo-
bile devices. Improving energy efficiency has become a re-
quirement due to limits of device scaling and the dark sili-
con problem [7]. As per-transistor speed and efficiency im-
provements diminish, radical departures from conventional
approaches are needed to improve the performance and ef-
ficiency of general-purpose computing. One such departure
is general-purpose approximate computing. Conventional
techniques in energy-efficient computing navigate a design
space defined by the two dimensions of performance and en-
ergy, and typically trade one for the other. General-purpose
approximate computing explores a third dimension, that of
error. It concerns methodically relaxing the robust digital ab-
straction of near-perfect accuracy and trading the accuracy
of computation for gains in both energy and performance.
Recent research [1, 5, 6, 8–16, 18, 21, 25, 27] has shown
that many emerging applications in both cloud and mobile
services inherently have tolerance to approximation. These
applications span a wide range of domains including web
search, big-data analytics, machine learning, multimedia,
cyber-physical systems, pattern recognition, and many more.
In fact, there is an opportunity due to the current emergence
of approximation-tolerant applications and the growing un-
reliability of transistors as technology scales down to atomic
levels [7]. For these diverse domains of applications, pro-
viding automated programming models and compiler opti-
mizations for approximation can provide significant oppor-
tunities to improve performance and energy efficiency at the
architecture and circuit level by eliminating the high tax of
providing full accuracy [6, 8, 9, 18].
As Figure 1 shows, state-of-the-art programming models
for approximate computing such as EnerJ [21] and Rely [4]
require programmers to manually and explicitly declare low-
level details, such as the specific variables and operations
to be approximated, and provide safety [21] or quality-of-
result guarantees [4]. In contrast, we focus on providing an
automated framework, ExpAX, that allows programmers to
express concise, high-level, and intuitive error expectation
specifications, and automatically infers the subset of pro-
gram operations to approximate while statistically satisfy-
ing those error expectations. ExpAX enables programmers
to implicitly declare which parts of the program are safely
approximable while explicitly expressing how much approx-
imation is acceptable. ExpAX has three phases: (1) program-
ming, (2) analysis, and (3) optimization that automatically
select which operations to approximate while providing for-
mal safety and statistical quality-of-result guarantees.
First, ExpAX allows programmers to implicitly relax the
accuracy constraints on program data and operations by ex-
plicitly specifying error expectations on program outputs
(Section 2). Our programming model provides the syntax
and semantics for specifying such high-level error expecta-
tions. In this model, the program itself without the specified
expectations carries the strictest semantics in which approx-
imation is not allowed. Programmers add the expectations to
implicitly relax the accuracy requirements without explic-
itly specifying where the approximation is allowed. Second,
ExpAX includes an approximation safety analysis that auto-
matically infers a candidate set of program operations that
can be approximated without violating program safety (Sec-
tion 3). The program outputs on which the programmer has
specified error expectations are inputs to this analysis. Third,
ExpAX includes an optimization framework that selectively
marks a subset of the candidate operations as approximate
while statistically adhering to the specified error expecta-
tions (Section 4). The error expectations guide the optimiza-
tion procedure to strike a balance between quality-of-result
degradation and energy savings.
The optimization is a two-phase procedure. In the first
phase, it uses a genetic algorithm to identify and exclude
safe-to-approximate operations that if approximated lead to
significant quality degradation. In the second phase, a greedy
algorithm further refines the remaining approximable opera-
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@Approx i n t foo (
@Approx i n t x[][],
@Approx i n t y[]) {
@Approx i n t sum := 0;
f o r i = 1 .. x.length
f o r j = 1 .. y.lengthsum := sum + x[i][j] * y[j];
re turn sum;}
(a) EnerJ [21]
i n t <0.90*R(x, y)> foo (
i n t <R(x)> x[][] in ure l ,
i n t <R(y)> y[] in u r e l) {
i n t sum := 0 in u r e l;
f o r i = 1 .. x.length
f o r j = 1 .. y.lengthsum := sum +. x[i][j] *. y[j];
re turn sum;}
(b) Rely [4]
i n t foo ( i n t x[][], i n t y[]) {
i n t sum := 0;
f o r i = 1 .. x.length
f o r j = 1 .. y.lengthsum := sum + x[i][j] * y[j];
a c c e p t magnitude(sum) < 0.10;
re turn sum;}
(c) ExpAX
Figure 1: For the same code, (a) EnerJ requires 4 annotations on program variables, (b) Rely requires 8 annotations on program
variables and operations, while (c) ExpAX requires only 1 annotation on the output.
tions and provides statistical guarantees that the error expec-
tations will be satisfied. The optimization procedure is pa-
rameterized by a system specification that models error and
energy characteristics of the underlying hardware. While the
programmer specifies the error expectations in a high-level,
hardware-independent manner, our optimization procedure
automatically considers the low-level hardware parameters
without exposing them to the programmer. ExpAX thereby
enhances the portability of the approximate programs. We
have implemented ExpAX for the full Java language and
evaluate it on a diverse set of applications. The results show
that ExpAX provides significant energy savings (up to 35%)
with large reduction in programmer effort (between 3× to
113× compared to the state-of-the-art EnerJ [21] approxi-
mate programming language) while providing formal safety
and statistical quality-of-result guarantees with high 95%
confidence intervals.
2. Expectation-Oriented Programming Model
This section presents our programming model that allows
programmers to specify bounds on errors that are acceptable
on program data in a system-independent manner, called ex-
pectations. In doing so, it frees programmers from specify-
ing which program operations to approximate, and thereby
from reasoning about the error models and energy models of
the systems on which the program will run. We present the
main features of our programming language (Section 2.1)
and illustrate them on a real-world example (Section 2.2).
We then describe system specifications, which provide the
error models and energy models of approximable program
operations on the underlying system (Section 2.3).
2.1 Language
We assume a simple imperative language whose abstract
syntax is shown in Figure 2. It supports two kinds of program
data, real numbers and object references, and provides stan-
dard constructs to create and manipulate object references.
It also includes standard control-flow constructs for sequen-
tial composition, branches, and loops. We elide conditionals
in branches and loops, executing them non-deterministically
and instead using the assume(v) construct that halts execu-
tion if v ≤ 0. For instance, the statement “if (v > 0) then s”
can be expressed as “assume(v); s” in our language. For
brevity, we elide other data types (e.g., arrays and records)
(real constant) r ∈ R (real variable) v ∈ V
(real expression) e ∈ R ∪ V (object variable) p ∈ P
(variable) a ∈ V ∪ P (object field) f ∈ F
(real operation) δ ∈ ∆ (allocation label) h ∈ H
(operation label) l ∈ L (expectation label) k ∈ K
(error) c ∈ R0,1 = [0, 1]
(error magnitude) ξ ∈ (R× R)→ R0,1
(expectation) φ ::= rate(v) < c
| magnitude(v) < c using ξ
| magnitude(v) > c using ξ with rate < c′
(statement) s ::= v := δl(e1, e2) | φk
| precise(v) | accept(v)
| p := new h | p1 := p2
| a := p.f | p.f := a
| assume(v) | s1; s2 | s1+s2 | s∗
Figure 2: Language syntax.
(error model) ε ∈ E = (R0,1 × R)
(energy model) j ∈ J = (R0,1 × R)
(system spec) S ∈ ∆→ (E× J)
Figure 3: System specification.
and procedure calls; they are supported in our implementa-
tion for the full Java language, presented in Section 5.
Statements precise(v) and accept(v) are generated auto-
matically by our approximation framework and are not used
directly by programmers; we describe them in Section 3.
The two remaining kinds of statements that are intended for
programmers, and that play a central role in our approxima-
tion framework, are operations δ and expectations φ. Oper-
ations are the only places in the program where approxima-
tions may occur, providing opportunities to save energy at
the cost of introducing computation errors. We assume each
operation has a unique label l. Conversely, expectations are
the only places in the program where the programmer may
specify acceptable bounds on such errors. We assume each
expectation has a unique label k.
An expectation allows the programmer to express, at a
certain program point, a bound on the error in the data
value of a certain program variable. We allow three kinds
of expectations that differ in the aspect of the error that
they bound: the error rate, the error magnitude, or both.
Appendix A presents the formal semantics of expectations.
We describe them informally below:
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• Expectation rate(v) < c states that the rate at which an
error is incurred on variable v should be bounded by c.
Specifically, suppose this expectation is executed n2 times
in an execution, and suppose the value of v each time this
expectation is executed deviates from its precise value n1
times. Then, the ratio n1/n2 should be bounded by c.
• Expectation magnitude(v) < c using ξ states that the
normalized magnitude of the error incurred on variable v
should be bounded by c. Unlike the error rate, which can
be computed universally for all variables, the error magni-
tude is application-specific: each application domain may
use a different metric for quantifying the magnitude of er-
ror, such as signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), root mean squared
error, relative error, etc. Hence, this expectation asks the
programmer to specify how to compute this metric, via a
function ξ that takes two arguments—the potentially erro-
neous value of v and the precise value of v—and returns
the normalized magnitude of that error.
• Expectation magnitude(v) > c using ξ with rate < c′ al-
lows to bound both the error rate and the error magnitude:
it states that the rate at which the error incurred on variable
v exceeds normalized magnitude c is bounded by c′.
2.2 Example
We illustrate the above three types of expectations on the so-
bel benchmark shown in Figure 4 that performs image edge
detection. The edge detection algorithm first converts the im-
age to grayscale (lines 6–8). Then, it slides a 3×3 window
over the pixels of the grayscale image and calculates the gra-
dient of the window’s center pixel to its eight neighboring
pixels (lines 9–16). For brevity, we omit showing the body
of the build_window function. Since the precise gradient cal-
culation is compute intensive, image processing algorithms
use a Sobel filter (lines 25–35), which gives an estimation of
the gradient. Thus, the application is inherently approximate.
We envision a programmer specifying acceptable bounds
on errors resulting from approximations in the edge de-
tection application by means of three expectations indi-
cated by the accept keyword in the figure. The first ex-
pectation is specified on the entirety of the output_image
(line 17). It states that less than 0.1 (10%) magnitude of
error (root-mean-squared difference of pixels of the pre-
cise and approximate output) is acceptable. The second ex-
pectation specifies that on less than 35% of the grayscale
pixel conversions, the error magnitude (relative error) can
exceed 0.9 (90%). The third expectation specifies that up
to 25% of the times gradient is calculated, any amount
of error is acceptable. These specifications capture the do-
main knowledge of the programmer about the application
and their error expectations. Further, the specified expec-
tations serve to implicitly identify any operations con-
tributing to the computation of data that can be poten-
tially approximated. In practice, only the first expecta-
tion specification on output_image (line 17) suffices for
our approximation safety analysis (Section 3) to identify
void detect_edges(Pixel[][] input_image,
2 Pixel[][] output_image) {
f l o a t[][] gray_image = new f l o a t[WIDTH][HEIGHT];
4 f l o a t[][] window = new f l o a t[3][3];
f l o a t gradient;
6 f o r( i n t y = 0; y < HEIGHT; ++y)
f o r( i n t x = 0; x < WIDTH; ++x)
8 gray_image[x][y] = to_grayscale(input_image[x][y]);
f o r( i n t y = 0; y < HEIGHT; ++y)
10 f o r( i n t x = 0; x < WIDTH; ++x) {build_window(gray_image, x, y, window);
12 gradient = sobel(window);output_image[x][y].r = gradient;
14 output_image[x][y].g = gradient;output_image[x][y].b = gradient;
16 }
a c c e p t magnitude[output_image] < 0.1;
18 }
f l o a t to_grayscale(Pixel p) {
20 f l o a t luminance;luminance = p.r * 0.30 + p.g * 0.59 + p.b * 0.11;
22 a c c e p t magnitude[luminance] > 0.9 with r a t e < 0.35;
re turn luminance;
24 }
f l o a t sobel( f l o a t[][] p) {
26 f l o a t x, y, gradient;x = (p[0][0] + 2 * p[0][1] + p[0][2]);
28 x += (p[2][0] + 2 * p[2][1] + p[2][2]);y = (p[0][2] + 2 * p[1][2] + p[2][2]);
30 y += (p[0][0] + 2 * p[1][1] + p[2][0]);gradient = sqrt(x * x + y * y);
32 gradient = (gradient > 0.7070) ? 0.7070 : gradient;
a c c e p t r a t e[gradient] < 0.25;
34 re turn gradient;}
Figure 4: Expectation-oriented programming example.
the approximable subset of operations. But our optimiza-
tion framework (Section 4) can consume all three expec-
tations, using them together to guide the optimization pro-
cess that ultimately determines which approximable opera-
tions to approximate in order to provide statistical quality-
of-result guarantees on a given system. We next describe
the system specification that is needed for this purpose.
2.3 System Specification
The system specification provides the error model and the
energy model of the system on which our programs execute.
Our approximation framework is parametric in the system
specification to allow tuning the accuracy/energy tradeoff of
a program in a manner that is optimal on the given system.
We adopt system specifications of the form shown in
Figure 3. Such a specification S specifies an error model ε
and an energy model j for each approximable operation. In
our formalism, this is every operation δ ∈ ∆ on real-valued
data. Error models and energy models are specified in our
framework as follows:
• An error model ε for a given operation is a pair (c, r)
such that c is the rate at which the operation, if run ap-
proximately, is expected to compute its result inaccurately;
moreover, the magnitude of the error in this case is ±r.
• An energy model j for a given operation is also a pair (c, r)
such that r is the energy that the operation costs, if run
precisely, while c is the fraction of energy that is saved if
the same operation is run approximately.
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Figure 5: The architecture model resembles Truffle [9] that
interleaves execution of precise and approximate instructions.
While the above simple abstract system specification is
sufficient for the formalism, we develop a rich and compre-
hensive model for the implementations. We assume the ar-
chitecture model shown in Figure 5 that resembles the dual-
voltage Truffle [9] architecture that interleaves the execution
of precise and approximate instructions. The ISA supports
both approximate operations and approximate storage, and
a bit in the opcode identifies whether the instruction is the
approximate or the precise version. This ISA enables Ex-
pAX to selectively choose which instructions to approxi-
mate to provide both formal safety and statistical quality-
of-result guarantees. Writing and reading from approximate
storage and performing approximate integer operations (e.g.,
approximate add) are performed with over-scaled low volt-
age that results in less energy dissipation but sometimes er-
roneous results. Main memory (DRAM) supports approxi-
mation by reduced refresh rate. Bit-width reduction is used
for the floating-point functional units. As illustrated in gray
in Figure 5, in our model, register files, data caches, and
memory can store a mixture of approximate and precise data.
The functional units can switch between approximate (low
voltage) and precise (nominal voltage) mode. However, in-
struction fetch, decode, and commit are always precise. This
model ensures that executing approximate instructions will
not affect the precise state of the program. Our system spec-
ification incorporates the overhead of keeping these parts
of the system precise. Based on these approximation tech-
niques and the energy and error models in [21], we derive
four system specifications shown in Table 1. While these
simplified models provide good-enough energy and error es-
timates, ExpAX can easily replace these models with more
accurate system specifications. In fact, a strength of ExpAX
is that its modularity and system independence allow system
specifications as plugins.
3. Approximation Safety Analysis
We develop a static analysis that automatically identifies the
largest set of operations that are safe to approximate under
a given set of programmer-specified expectations. We first
define the concrete semantics of the approximation safety
property and formulate the problem of finding the largest
set of safe-to-approximate operations (Section 3.1). We then
present a static analysis that checks whether approximating
a given set of operations satisfies that property, and prove
its soundness (Section 3.2). Finally, we describe how we use
this analysis in an instantiation of a CEGAR framework [28]
to efficiently compute the largest set of safe-to-approximate
operations (Section 3.3).
3.1 The Approximation Safety Property
We regard three kinds of operations as unsafe to approx-
imate: i) those that may cause memory safety violations,
e.g., dereference null pointer or index arrays out of bounds;
ii) those that may affect the control-flow, which in turn af-
fects program termination and functional correctness (i.e.,
application-specific) properties of the program; and iii) those
that may affect program outputs that are not explicitly spec-
ified by the programmer as approximable via expectations.
To uniformly identify operations that are unsafe to ap-
proximate, we introduce two constructs in our language, de-
noted precise(v) and accept(v). These constructs are auto-
matically generated at relevant program points by the com-
piler. The precise(v) construct requires that variable v hold
its precise (i.e., unapproximated) value. The accept(v) con-
struct arises from expectations provided by the programmer:
it only retains the variable v specified in the expectation
and strips away the error bounds (rate and magnitude). In-
tuitively, accept(v) indicates that the programmer can toler-
ate an approximate value for variable v, and that v will be
regarded as holding a precise value thereafter, as far as the
approximation safety property is concerned.
Example. Consider the program on the left below which we
will use as a running example in the rest of this section:
L={1,2,5,6} L={2,5,6} L={2,6}1: v1 := input(); {{v1}} {{}} {{}}2: v2 := input(); {{v1,v2}} {{v2}} {{v2}}3: precise(v1); {T} {{v2}} {{v2}}4: while (v1 > 0) { {T} {{v2},T} {{v2}}5: v1 := f(v1); {T} {{v1,v2},T} {{v2}}6: v2 := g(v2); {T} {{v1,v2},T} {{v2}}7: precise(v1); {T} {T} {{v2}}8: } {T} {{v2},T} {{v2}}9: accept(v2); {T} {{},T} {{}}10: precise(v2); {T} {{},T} {{}}11: output(v2); {T} {{},T} {{}}
The precise(v1) construct is introduced on lines 3 and 7
to ensure that loop condition v1 > 0 executes precisely. The
precise(v2) construct on line 10 is introduced to ensure that
the value of variable v2 output on line 11 is precise. The pro-
grammer specifies an expectation on v2 on line 9, denoted by
the accept(v2) construct, which allows the operations writ-
ing to v2 on lines 2 and 6 to be approximated without vio-
lating the precise(v2) requirement on line 10. However, the
operations writing to v1 on lines 1 and 5 cannot be approxi-
mated as they would violate the precise(v1) requirement on
line 3 or 7, respectively. 
To formalize the approximation safety property, we de-
fine semantic domains (Figure 6) and a concrete semantics
(Figure 7). Each program state ω (except for distinguished
states error and halt described below) tracks a tainted set
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Table 1: Summary of the approximation techniques and the four system specifications derived from [21].
Operation Technique Mild Medium High Aggressive
Integer Arithmetic/Logic Voltage Overscaling Timing Error Probability 10
−6 10−4 10−3 10−2
Energy Saving 12% 22% 26% 30%
Floating Point Arithmetic Bit-width Reduction Mantissa Bits 16 bits 8 bits 6 bits 4 bitsEnergy Saving 32% 78% 82% 85%
Double Precision Arithmetic Bit-width Reduction Mantissa Bits 32 bits 16 bits 12 bits 8 bitsEnergy Saving 32% 78% 82% 85%
SRAM Read (Reg File/Data Cache) Voltage Overscaling Read Upset Probability 10
−16.7 10−7.4 10−5.2 10−3
Energy Saving 70% 80% 85% 90%
SRAM Write (Reg File/Data Cache) Voltage Overscaling Write Failure Probability 10
−5.6 10−4.9 10−4 10−3
Energy Saving 70% 80% 85% 90%
DRAM (Memory) Reduced Refresh Rate Per-Second Bit Flip Probability 10
−9 10−5 10−4 10−3
Memory Power Saving 17% 22% 23% 24%
T that consists of real-valued memory locations, including
variables v and heap locations (o, f) denoting field f of run-
time object o. A location gets tainted if its value is affected
by some operation to be approximated, and it gets untainted
if an expectation is executed on it (recall that we regard such
a location as holding a precise value thereafter). Each rule of
the semantics is of the form:
L |= 〈s, ρ1, σ1, T1〉 〈ρ2, σ2, T2〉 | halt | error
It describes an execution of program s with set L of oper-
ations to be approximated, starting with environment (i.e.,
valuation to variables) ρ1 and heap σ1. The rules are similar
to those in information flow tracking: approximated opera-
tions in L are sources (rule ASGN), precise(v) constructs are
sinks (rules VARPASS and VARFAIL), and accept(v) con-
structs are sanitizers (rule ACCEPT). The execution ends in
state error if some precise(v) construct is executed when the
tainted set contains v, as captured by rule VARFAIL. The
execution may also end in state halt, which is normal and
occurs when assume(v) fails (i.e., v ≤ 0), as described by
rules ASMPASS and ASMFAIL. Lastly, rules FIELDRD and
FIELDWR describe how the tainted set is manipulated by
reads and writes of real-valued fields. We omit the rules for
pointer-manipulating operations (e.g., reads and writes of
object-valued fields), those for compound statements, and
those that propagate error and halt, as they are relatively
standard and do not affect the tainted set.
We now state the approximation safety property formally:
DEFINITION 3.1. (Approximation Safety Property) A set of
operations L in a program s is safe to approximate if for
every ρ and σ, we have L |= 〈s, ρ, σ, ∅〉 6 error.
To maximize the opportunities for energy savings, we seek
to find as large a set of operations that is safe to approximate.
In fact, there exists a unique largest set of such operations:
PROPOSITION 3.2. If sets of operations L1 and L2 in a
program are safe to approximate, then set of operations
L1 ∪ L2 is also safe to approximate.
Example. For our running example, the largest set of safe-
to-approximate operations comprises those on lines 2 and 6.
The column headed L={2,6} on the right of the example
shows the tainted set computed by our semantics after each
(object) o ∈ O
(environment) ρ ∈ (V→ R) ∪ (P→ O)
(heap) σ ∈ (O× F)→ (O ∪ R)
(tainted set) T ⊆ V ∪ (O× F)
(program state) ω ::= 〈s, ρ, σ, T 〉 | 〈ρ, σ, T 〉 | error | halt
Figure 6: Semantic domains.
(abstract tainted set) π ∈ Π = 2V∪(H×F)
(abstract state) D ⊆ D = Π ∪ {>}
(points-to analysis) pts ∈ P→ 2H
FL[s] : 2
D → 2D
FL[s1 ; s2](D) = (FL[s1] ◦ FL[s2])(D)
FL[s1+s2](D) = FL[s1](D) ∪ FL[s2](D)
FL[s
∗](D) = leastFix λD′.(D ∪ FL[s](D′))
FL[t](D) = { transL[t](d) | d ∈ D }
for atomic statement t, where:
transL[t](>) = >
transL[v :=
l δ(e1, e2)](π) =

π ∪ {v} if l ∈ L ∨
uses(e1, e2) ∩ π 6= ∅
π \ {v} otherwise
transL[precise(v)](π) =
{
π if v /∈ π
> otherwise
transL[accept(v)](π) = π \ {v}
transL[v := p.f ](π) =
{
π ∪ {v} if ∃h ∈ pts(p) : (h, f) ∈ π
π \ {v} otherwise
transL[p.f := v](π) =
{
π ∪ {(h, f) | h ∈ pts(p)} if v ∈ π
π otherwise
Figure 8: Approximation safety analysis. Transfer functions of
pointer operations are elided as they are no-ops; the effect of
these operations is instead captured by points-to analysis pts.
statement under this set of approximated operations. The
error state is not reachable in this execution as the tainted
set just before executing each precise(v) does not contain v.
Hence, this set of operations is safe to approximate. 
3.2 Approximation Safety Checker
The approximation safety property is undecidable. In this
section, we present a static analysis that conservatively de-
termines whether a given set of operations is safe to ap-
proximate. The analysis is defined in Figure 8. It over-
approximates the tainted sets that may arise at a program
point by an abstract state D, which is a set each of whose
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L |= 〈v :=l δ(e1, e2), ρ, σ, T 〉 〈ρ[v 7→ Jδ(e1, e2)K(ρ)], σ, T ′〉 where T ′=
{
T ∪ {v} if l ∈ L or uses(e1, e2) ∩ T 6= ∅
T \ {v} otherwise (ASGN)
L |= 〈accept(v), ρ, σ, T 〉 〈ρ, σ, T \ {v}〉 (ACCEPT)
L |= 〈precise(v), ρ, σ, T 〉 〈ρ, σ, T 〉 [if v /∈ T ] (VARPASS)
L |= 〈precise(v), ρ, σ, T 〉 error [if v ∈ T ] (VARFAIL)
L |= 〈assume(v), ρ, σ, T 〉 〈ρ, σ, T 〉 [if ρ(v)>0] (ASMPASS)
L |= 〈assume(v), ρ, σ, T 〉 halt [if ρ(v)≤0] (ASMFAIL)
L |= 〈v := p.f, ρ, σ, T 〉 〈ρ[v 7→ r], σ, T ′〉 [if ρ(p) = o ∧ σ(o, f) = r] where T ′=
{
T ∪ {v} if (o, f) ∈ T
T \ {v} otherwise (FIELDRD)
L |= 〈p.f := v, ρ, σ, T 〉 〈ρ, σ[(o, f) 7→ r], T ′〉 [if ρ(p) = o∧ρ(v) = r] where T ′=
{
T ∪ {(o, f)} if v ∈ T
T \ {(o, f)} otherwise (FIELDWR)
Figure 7: Semantics of approximation safety. Rules for compound statements and pointer operations are not shown for brevity.
elements is either > or an abstract tainted set π containing
abstract locations. Each abstract location is either a variable
v or an abstract heap location (h, f), denoting field f of an
object allocated at the site labeled h. For precision, the anal-
ysis is disjunctive in that it does not merge different abstract
tainted sets that arise at a program point along different pro-
gram paths. Finally, it uses an off-the-shelf points-to anal-
ysis, denoted by function pts, to conservatively capture the
effect of heap reads and writes on the abstract state.
Each transfer function of the analysis is of the form
FL[s](D) = D
′, denoting that under set L of operations to
be approximated, the program s transforms abstract state D
into abstract state D′. The > element arises in D′ either if it
already occurs in D or if s contains a precise(v) statement
and an abstract tainted set incoming into that statement con-
tains the variable v. The> element thus indicates a potential
violation of the approximation safety property. In particular,
a program does not violate the property if the analysis deter-
mines that, starting from input abstract state {∅}, the output
abstract state does not contain >:
THEOREM 3.3. (Soundness) If > /∈ FL[s]({∅}) then L |=
〈s, ρ, σ, ∅〉 6 error.
Example. For our running example, the columns on the
right show the abstract state computed by the analysis after
each statement, using initial abstract state {∅}, under the set
of approximated operations indicated by the column header.
For L={1,2,5,6}, the final abstract state contains >, and
indeed it is unsafe to approximate the operations on lines 1
and 5. On the other hand, for L={2,6}, the final abstract
state does not contain >, proving that it is safe to approxi-
mate the operations on lines 2 and 6. 
3.3 Inferring Largest Set of Approximable Operations
The analysis in the preceding section merely checks whether
a given set of operations is safe to approximate; it does
not infer the largest set of such operations that we seek.
We employ a technique by Zhang et al. [28] to infer this
set. Given a parameterized dataflow analysis A and a set of
possible parameter values with an arbitrary preorder 〈Λ,〉
such that Aλ[s] ∈ {0, 1} for each λ ∈ Λ and a given pro-
gram s, the technique efficiently finds an optimum (largest)
parameter value, i.e., a λ ∈ Λ such that Aλ[s] = 1 and
λ  λ′ ⇒ A(λ′) = 0.
In our setting, analysis A is the function F defined in
the preceding section (Figure 8). The parameter value is the
set of operations L ⊆ L to be approximated, the space
of possible parameter values is Λ = 2L, and the partial
order  is defined as L1  L2 whenever |L1| ≤ |L2|.
Finally, AL[s] = 1 iff > /∈ FL[s]({∅}). Thus, the optimum
parameter value corresponds to the largest set of operations
that the analysis considers as safe to approximate.
The technique in [28] is based on counterexample-guided
abstraction refinement (CEGAR). It runs analysis A on the
given program s with a different parameter value λ in each
iteration, starting with the largest one. When the analysis
fails in a given iteration, that is, Aλ[s] = 0, the technique
applies a meta-analysis on an abstract counterexample trace
to generalize the failure of the current parameter value λ
and eliminate a set of parameter values under which the
analysis is guaranteed to suffer a similar failure; then, in
the subsequent iteration, the technique picks the largest of
the remaining (i.e., so far uneliminated) parameter values
according to the  preorder, and repeats the process. The
process is guaranteed to terminate in our setting since the
empty set of operations is always safe to approximate.
To analyze an abstract counterexample trace and gener-
alize its failure to other parameter values, the technique re-
quires a backward meta-analysis that is sound with respect
to the abstract semantics of the forward analysis. We provide
such a meta-analysis in Appendix B.
Example. We illustrate the above technique on our running
example. The CEGAR framework starts by treating all op-
erations approximable (L = {1,2,5,6}) and runs the for-
ward analysis. The abstract state of the forward analysis be-
comes {>} after statement precise(v1) on line 3. The anal-
ysis thus fails to prove that this set of operations is safe
to approximate, and generates a counterexample compris-
ing abstract states along the trace 〈1,2,3,4,8,9,10,11〉.
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The backward meta-analysis starts from the end of the coun-
terexample trace and generalizes the reason of failure to be
1 ∈ L, that is, the forward analysis will fail as long as the
operation on line 1 is treated as approximable. Therefore, in
the subsequent iteration, the CEGAR framework chooses L
= {2,5,6} as the set of approximable operations, and re-
runs the forward analysis. The analysis fails again but this
time generates a counterexample comprising abstract states
along the trace 〈1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11〉. This time,
the backward meta-analysis generalizes the reason of failure
to be 5 ∈ L. In the third iteration, the framework chooses
L = {2,6}, and the forward analysis succeeds, thus con-
cluding that the largest set of safe-to-approximate operations
comprises those on lines 2 and 6, as desired. 
4. Selecting Approximate Operations
After finding the safe-to-approximate operations, the next
step is to automatically identify a subset of these opera-
tions that statistically satisfy the programmer-specified ex-
pectations. We take a pragmatic approach and develop opti-
mization algorithms that perform the selection with respect
to given input datasets. We randomly divide the inputs into
two equally-sized subsets, which are training and validation
inputs. The selection algorithm approximates as many of
the operations as possible while minimizing the energy con-
sumption and satisfying all the programmer-specified expec-
tations on the training data. The validation subset is used to
provide a confidence level on meeting the expectations when
running on unseen data. We will provide 95% confidence in-
tervals on the statistical guarantees in Section 5.
Our heuristic selection algorithm constitutes two phases,
(1) genetic filtering and (2) greedy refining. In the genetic
filtering phase, we develop a genetic algorithm to filter out
the safe-to-approximate operations that if approximated will
lead to significant quality degradation. Since genetic algo-
rithms are guided random algorithms, the genetic filtering
phase enables the selection procedure to explore the space
of approximate versions of the program and significantly
improve the quality of results. However, the genetic algo-
rithm can only provide acceptable statistical guarantees if
run for a large number of generations, which is intractable.
We only run the genetic algorithm for a few generations and
then switch to the greedy refining phase. The greedy refin-
ing phase starts from the result of the genetic filtering and
greedily refines the solution until it satisfies the programmer
expectations. Below we describe the two phases.
4.1 Genetic Filtering
Genetic algorithms iteratively explore the solution space of
a problem and find a best-fitting solution that maximizes an
objective. The first step in developing a genetic algorithm is
defining an encoding for the possible solutions, namely phe-
notypes. Then, the algorithm randomly populates the first
generation of the candidate solutions. The algorithm assigns
scores to each individual solution based on a fitness function.
Algorithm 1 Genetic filtering.
1: INPUT: Program Π = 〈s,L,K〉:
- s is program body
- L is set of safe-to-approximate operations in s
- K is set of all expectations in s
2: INPUT: Program input datasets D = {ρ1, ..., ρn}
3: INPUT: System specification S
4: INPUT: Genetic algorithm parameters 〈N,M,P, α, β〉:
- N is population size - M is number of generations
- P is probability of mutation - α := 0.5, β := 0.5
5: OUTPUT: elite_phenotype Θ: Bit-vector with the max global fitness
6: OUTPUT: contribution Γ: Vector with estimated contribution of each
operation to error and energy
7: for i in 1..N do
8: phenotype[i] := random bit vector of size |L|
9: end for
10: t = Vector of size |L| with values set to 0
11: contribution = Vector of size |L| with values set to 0.0
12: for m in 1..M do
13: var f, g of type R0,1[N ]
14: for [parallel] i in 1..N do
15: error[i], energy[i] := execute(Π, phenotype[i], D, S)
16: f[i] := (α × error[i] + β × energy[i])−1
17: for j in 1..|phenotype[i]| do
18: c[j] := 1/f[i]∑
k phenotype[i]k
19: if phenotype[i]j == 1 then
20: contribution[j] += 1
t[j]+1
(c[j] - contribution[j])




25: for i in 1..N do
26: g[i] := f[i]/
∑
f[i]
27: if f[i] > f_elite_phenotype then
28: f_elite_phenotype := f[i]
29: elite_phenotype := phenotype[i]
30: end if
31: end for
32: for i in 1..N do
33: x, y := roulette_wheel(g)
34: phenotype[x], phenotype[y] :=
35: crossover(phenotype[x], phenotype[y])
36: phenotype[x] := mutate(phenotype[x], P )
37: phenotype[y] := mutate(phenotype[y], P )
38: end for
39: end for
The fitness function is derived from the optimization objec-
tive. Genetic algorithms includes two operators, crossover
and mutation. These operators pseudo randomly generate the
next generation of the solutions based on the scores of the
current generation. We describe all the components of our
genetic algorithm, presented in Algorithm 1.
Phenotype encoding. In our framework, a solution is a
program in which a subset of the operations is marked ap-
proximate. The approximation safety analysis provides a
candidate subset of operations that are safe to approximate.
We assign a vector to this subset whose elements indicate
whether the corresponding operation is approximate (‘1’)
or precise (‘0’). For simplicity, in this paper, we only as-
sume a binary state for each operation. However, a general-
ization of our approach can assign more than two levels to
each element, allowing multiple levels of approximation for
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each operation. The bit-vector is the template for encoding
phenotypes and its bit pattern is used to generate an approx-
imate version of the program. We associate the bit-vector
with the subset resulting from the approximation safety anal-
ysis and not the entire set of operations, to avoid generating
unsafe solutions.
Fitness function. The fitness function assigns scores to
each phenotype. The higher the score, the higher the chance
that the phenotype is selected for producing the next gener-
ation. The fitness function encapsulates the optimization ob-
jective and guides the genetic algorithm in producing better
solutions. Our fitness function is defined as follows:
f(phenotype) = (α error + β energy)−1 (1)
Based on (1), a phenotype with less error and less energy
has a higher score and higher chance of reproduction. In
our optimization framework, error and energy are com-
puted with respect to given program input datasets (D =
{ρ1, ..., ρn}). The energy term in the formulation is the en-
ergy dissipation when a subset of the approximable opera-
tions are approximated, normalized to the energy dissipation
of the program when executed on the same input dataset with
no approximation. The combination of energy and error in
the fitness function strikes a balance between saving energy
and preserving the quality-of-results, while considering the
programmer expectations. The error term is the normalized
sum of error (rate or magnitude) at the site of all expecta-
tions when the program runs on the ρi dataset. We incor-
porate the expectations in the optimization through error.
If the observed error is less than the expectation bound, the
genetic algorithm assumes error on an expectation site is 0.
Otherwise, the genetic algorithm assumes the error is the
difference of the observed error and the expectation bound.
Intuitively, when the observed error is less than the specified
bound, the output is acceptable, same as the case where error
is zero. The optimization objective in the genetic algorithm
is to push the error below the specified expectation bound.
The genetic algorithm equally weights the error and energy
in the fitness function (α = β = 0.5). The genetic algorithm
generates approximate versions of the program based on the
phenotypes and runs them with the input datasets. The al-
gorithm makes each version of the program an independent
thread and runs them in parallel. Executing different input
datasets can also be parallel.
Selection strategy and operators. We use the common
roulette wheel selection strategy and crossover and muta-
tion operators for generating the next generations1. The al-
gorithm records the best global solution across all the gener-
ations, a technique called elitism.
Estimating contributions. The genetic filtering phase exe-
cutes the program several times and measures its energy and
error under different selection patterns. We use this infor-
mation to estimate a contribution score for each of the op-






















































































Figure 9: An example of the greedy refining algorithm.
For simplicity, we assume that all the operations contribute
equally to the final error and energy.
More sophisticated estimations that require profiling may
include the number of times an operation is executed. As (2)
shows, if an operation is approximate, its contribution score
is (α error + β energy) divided by the number of approx-
imated operations. The final contribution score is calculated
as the average across all the phenotypes generated during the
genetic algorithm. The higher the score, the higher the final
error and final energy consumption.
c(operationi) =
{




Estimating the real contribution of the operations requires
an exponential number of runs, on the order of 2|phenotype|.
Our simple estimation score tries to reuse the information
attained during the genetic filtering to guide the next phase
of selection algorithm, greedy refining.
4.2 Greedy Refining
To provide statistical guarantees that the approximate ver-
sion of the program satisfies the expectations, we develop a
greedy algorithm that refines the output of the genetic filter-
ing (see Algorithm 2). As Figure 9 illustrates, the greedy re-
fining algorithm extracts the list of approximated operations
from the output of the genetic filtering and sorts those oper-
ations based on their contribution score. The algorithm then
divides the sorted operation into two (high-score, low-score)
subsets. A higher score for an operation indicates lower pos-
sibility of energy benefits and more error when the opera-
tion is approximated. The algorithm iteratively explores two
paths. The first path first excludes the high-score subset and
checks whether the resulting approximated version of the
program satisfies the expectations. On the other hand, the
second path starts by excluding the low-score subset. The
rest of the algorithm is similar for both paths.
If the resulting smaller subset of the operations satisfies
the expectations, the algorithm adds back the low-score half
of the excluded operations in the next iteration. If approx-
imating the smaller subset fails to satisfy the expectations,
in the next iteration, the algorithm removes the high-score
half of the approximated operations. The algorithm repeats
these steps until it either cannot generate a different version
or it reaches a predetermined termination depth for explor-
ing new versions. The algorithm records all the subsets that
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Algorithm 2 Greedy refining.
1: INPUT: Program Π = 〈s,L,K〉:
- s is program body
- L is set of safe-to-approximate operations in s
- K is set of all expectations in s
2: INPUT: Program input datasets D = {ρ1, ..., ρn}
3: INPUT: System specification S
4: INPUT: Greedy refining parameters 〈Θ,Γ, d, t〉:
- elite_phenotype Θ
- Contributions, estimated during genetic filtering Γ = {γ1, ..., γ|Θ|}
- d is current depth of greedy refining - t is termination depth
5: OUTPUT: Bit-vector satisfying the error expectation with maximum
energy saving <Ω, energyΩ>
6: if d = 0 then
7: errorΘ, energyΘ := execute(Π, Θ, D, S)
8: if satisfy(errorΘ, K) then
9: return <Θ, energyΘ>
10: else
11: sort(Θ, Γ)
12: Θhigh, Θlow := split(Θ, Γ)
13: Ωhigh, energyΩhigh := greedy_refining(Θhigh,Γ, 1, t)
14: Ωlow , energyΩlow := greedy_refining(Θlow,Γ, 1, t)
15: if energyΩhigh > energyΩlow then
16: return <Ωhigh, energyΩhigh>
17: else
18: return <Ωlow , energyΩlow >
19: end if
20: end if
21: else if d 6= t then
22: errorΘ, energyΘ := execute(Π, Θ, D, S)
23: if satisfy(errorΘ, K) then
24: Θd+1 := include_the_excluded_low_half(Θ, Γ)
25: Ωd+1, energyΩd+1 := greedy_refining(Θd+1,Γ, d+ 1, t)
26: if energyΘ > energyΩd+1 then
27: return <Θ, energyΘ>
28: else
29: return <Ωd+1, energyΩd+1>
30: end if
31: else
32: Θd+1 := exclude_the_included_high_half(Θ, Γ)
33: Ωd+1, energyΩd+1 := greedy_refining(Θd+1,Γ, d+ 1, t)
34: return <Ωd+1, energyΩd+1>
35: end if
36: else
37: errorΘ, energyΘ := execute(Π, Θ, D, S)
38: if satisfy(errorΘ, K) then
39: return <Θ, energyΘ>
40: else
41: return <φ, 0>
42: end if
43: end if
satisfy the expectations and at the end returns the one that
provides the highest energy savings. We emphasize that the
program only satisfies the expectation if the error is below
the specified expectations while running on all the training
input datasets. We will use the validation datasets to provide
confidence intervals on the statistical guarantees.
5. Evaluation
We have implemented ExpAX for Java bytecode programs.
5.1 Methodology
Benchmarks. We evaluate ExpAX on eight Java programs
from the EnerJ benchmark suite [21] plus sobel (Table 2).
Five of these benchmarks come from the SciMark2 suite.
The rest include zxing, a multi-format bar code recognizer
developed for Android phones; jmeint, algorithm for detect-
ing 3D triangles intersection (part of jMonkeyEngine game
development kit); sobel, an edge detection application based
on the Sobel operator; and raytracer, a simple 3D ray tracer.
Quality metrics. Table 2 also shows the application-specific
quality metrics. For jmeint and zxing, the quality metric is
a rate. For jmeint, the quality metric is the rate of correct
intersection detections. Similarly, for the zxing bar code rec-
ognizer, the quality metric is the rate of successful decod-
ings of QR code images. For the rest of the benchmarks, the
quality metric is defined on the magnitude of error, which
is calculated based on an application-specific quality-of-
result metric. For most of the applications, the metric is the
root-mean-squared difference of the output vector, matrix,
or pixel array from the precise output.
Input datasets. We use 20 distinct input data sets that are
either typical inputs (e.g., the baboon image) or randomly
generated. Ten of these inputs are used as training data for
the approximate operation selection heuristic. The other ten
are solely used for validation and calculating the confidence
level on the statistical quality-of-result guarantees.
Genetic filtering. As mentioned, we use the genetic filter-
ing to exclude the safe-to-approximate operations that if ap-
proximated lead to significant quality-of-result degradation.
We use a fixed-size population of 30 phenotypes across all
the generations. We run the genetic algorithm for 10 gener-
ations. We use a low probability of 0.02 for mutation. Us-
ing low probability for mutation is a common practice in
using genetic algorithms and prevents the genetic optimiza-
tion from random oscillations. Running the genetic phase for
more generations and/or with larger populations can only
lead to potentially better solutions. However, our current
setup provides a good starting point for the greedy refining
phase of the selection algorithm. We have made our genetic
algorithm parallel. The programs generated based on pheno-
types of a generation run as independent threads in parallel.
Tools. We use Chord [17] for the approximation safety
analysis that finds the safe-to-approximate operations. To se-
lect the subset of the safe-to-approximate operations that sta-
tistically satisfy the programmer expectation, we modified
the EnerJ open-source simulator [21] for energy and error
measurements and built our approximate operation selection
algorithm on top of it. The simulator allows the instrumen-
tation of method calls, object creation and destruction, arith-
metic operations, and memory accesses to collect statistics
and inject errors based on the system specifications. The run-
time system of the simulator, which is a Java library and is
invoked by the instrumentation, records memory-footprint
and arithmetic-operation statistics while simultaneously in-
jecting error to emulate approximate execution. The modi-
fied simulator at the end records the error rate or error mag-
nitude at the expectation sites. The simulator also calculates
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Table 2: Benchmarks, quality metric (Mag=Magnitude), programmer effort, and result of approximation safety analysis.
Description Quality Metric # Lines
# of Annotations (Programmer Effort) # of Safe-to-
EnerJ ExpAX Approximate





Mag: Avg entry diff 168 20 6 6 1 133
sor Mag: Avg entry diff 36 9 3 3 1 23
mc Mag: Normalized diff 59 3 3 2 1 11
smm Mag: Avg normalized diff 38 8 3 3 1 8
lu Mag: Avg entry diff 283 27 11 8 1 53
zxing Bar code decoder for mo-
bile phones
Rate of incorrect reads 26171 192 109 95 15 902
jmeint jMonkeyEngine game: tri-
angle intersection kernel
Rate of incorrect deci-
sions
5962 113 40 26 1 1513
sobel Image edge detection Mag: Avg pixel diff 161 23 9 9 1 127
raytracer 3D image renderer Mag: Avg pixel diff 174 27 8 5 1 321
the energy savings associated with the approximate version
of the program, which is generated based on phenotypes of
the genetic filtering or the bit-vectors of the greedy refin-
ing. We run each application ten times to compensate for the
randomness of the error injection and average the results.
The results from the simulation are fed back to the selection
procedure as it searches for the approximate version of the
program that statistically satisfies the error expectations.
5.2 Experimental Results
Programmer effort and approximation safety analysis.
To assess the reduced programmer effort with ExpAX, we
compare the number of EnerJ [21] annotations with the Ex-
pAX annotations that lead to the same number of safe-to-
approximate operations. EnerJ requires the programmer to
explicitly annotate approximate variables using approximate
type qualifiers. In Table 2, the EnerJ column shows the re-
quired number of annotations with the EnerJ type qualifiers.
We present the number of ExpAX annotations in three steps:
1. Adding annotations to each function separately (in Ta-
ble 2, the Intra-Proc Analysis column). In this step, we
add ExpAX annotations to each function while assuming
no inter-procedural analysis. Even in this case, ExpAX
requires significantly less annotations than EnerJ.
2. Using if-conversion to reduce the number of condition-
als and consequently reducing annotations (in Table 2,
the If-Conversion column). EnerJ and ExpAX do not al-
low conditionals to be approximate unless the program-
mer explicitly endorses approximating them. We use if-
conversion to replace control dependence with data de-
pendence when the conditional does not impact the pro-
gram execution path. If-conversion removes the need for
explicitly annotating many conditionals. For example,
jmeint is a control-heavy benchmark with many if-then-
else statements that only assign different values to vari-
ables. Applying if-conversion to those if-then-else state-
ments reduces the number of annotations from 40 to 26.
3. Performing the complete inter-procedural approximation
safety analysis and reducing the number of ExpAX anno-
tations to minimum (in Table 2, the Inter-Proc Analysis
column). In most cases, just one annotation coupled with
our inter-procedural analysis results in the same number
of safe-to-approximate operations that the programmer
identifies using manual EnerJ annotations. Below, we dis-
cuss why zxing requires more annotations.
The last column shows the number of safe-to-approximate
operations that are identified by our safety analysis. These
operations match the operations that are identified by man-
ual annotations with EnerJ. As presented, our safety analysis
requires only one annotation on the final approximate output
of most of the applications (the Inter-Proc Analysis column),
while EnerJ requires far more annotations. The results in Ta-
ble 2 show between 3× (for mc) to 113× (for jmeint) reduc-
tion in programmer effort when comparing our automatic
safety analysis to EnerJ’s manual annotations.
The largest benchmark in our suite, zxing, requires 15
annotations for the following two reasons:
1. Approximating conditionals that affect program path.
Several conditionals that control the break or continua-
tions of loops are endorsed for approximation with En-
erJ annotation. These conditionals cannot be if-converted,
therefore, we add ExpAX annotations to match EnerJ’s
safe-to-approximate operations.
2. Reading and writing intermediate results to files. The
zxing benchmark decodes QR barcodes which is imple-
mented in several stages. In many cases these stages com-
municate by writing and reading to files instead of using
program variables to pass values. If only one expectation
is specified on the final output of this benchmark, the ap-
proximation safety analysis will not be able to track the
dependence between the stages that communicate through
files. Thus, ExpAX needs more annotations to identify the
safe-to-approximate operations in each stage.
Approximating all safe-to-approximate operations. Fig-
ure 10 shows the energy and error when approximating all
the safe-to-approximate operations. The error is averaged
across the ten training inputs. As depicted, the geometric
mean of energy savings ranges from 14% with the Mild
system specification to 22% with the Aggressive system
specification. The sor shows the least energy savings (10%
with Mild) while raytracer shows the highest energy sav-
ings (38% with Aggressive). All the applications show ac-
ceptable error levels with the Mild system. However, in most
cases, there is a jump in error when the system specification
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Figure 10: (a) Energy savings and (b) error when approximat-
ing all the identified safe-to-approximate operations.
ergy savings. The results in Figure 10 show that our approx-
imation safety analysis identifies the approximable subset of
the program with few high-level annotations, which leads to
significant energy savings. Compared to the state-of-the art
approximate programming models, EnerJ [21] and Rely [4],
that require programmers to annotate all the data and/or op-
eration as approximate, ExpAX offers large reduction in pro-
grammer effort while providing significant energy savings.
Genetic filtering. To understand the effectiveness of the
genetic filtering stage in the selection algorithm, we take a
close look at lu when it undergoes the genetic filtering with
the Aggressive system specification. Figure 11a depicts the
distribution of error for lu in each generation of the genetic
filtering. As shown, the application shows a wide spectrum
of error, 19%–100%. When all the safe-to-approximate op-
erations are approximated, the error for lu is 100%.
In contrast to error, as Figure 11b depicts, lu’s energy pro-
file has a narrow spectrum. That is, carefully selecting which
operations to approximate can lead to significant energy
savings, while offering significantly improved quality-of-
results. Compared to approximating all safe-to-approximate
operations, our automated genetic filtering improves the er-
ror level from 80% to 20%, while only reducing the energy
savings from 22% to 14%; a 4× improvement in quality-of-
results with only 36% reduction in energy benefits. Finally,
Figure 11c shows the fraction of candidate “static” opera-
tions that are approximated across generations. As shown,
if we only approximate about half of the candidate oper-
ations, significant energy saving is achievable with signifi-
cantly improved quality-of-results. The results suggest that
there is a subset of safe-to-approximate operations that if ap-
proximated will significantly degrade quality-of-results. The
genetic filtering algorithm effectively strikes a balance be-
tween energy efficiency and error. However, genetic filter-
ing on its own does not provide statistical quality-of-results
guarantees, which we address next.
Providing statistical guarantees. Figure 12 shows (a) er-
ror, (b) fraction of safe-to-approximate static operations, and
(c) energy savings under the High system specification af-
ter genetic filtering plus greedy refining. The output ex-
pectations are set to 20%, 10%, and 5%. The first bar in
Figures 12(a-c) represents the case where all the safe-to-
approximate operations are approximated. The errors are
averaged across ten inputs. When approximating all oper-
ations, even though the average is lower than the expectation
(e.g., sobel in Figure 12a), not all the ten inputs satisfy the
requirements. Therefore, our selection algorithm refines the
approximate subset such that expectations are satisfied on all
the ten inputs. As Figure 12a shows, in all cases, the error re-
quirements are satisfied by the selection algorithm and only
the subset of safe operations are approximated that do not vi-
olate the expectations (Figure 12b) on all ten input datasets.
The genetic filtering first excludes the subset of opera-
tions that lead to significant quality-of-result degradation
and then the greedy refining phase ensures that the expec-
tations are satisfied, while providing significant energy sav-
ings. Figure 12c shows up to 35% energy savings for ray-
tracer with 20% error bound and geometric mean of around
10%. Since genetic filtering is a guided random algorithm,
some expected minor fluctuations manifest in the results.
Similarly, Figure 13(a-c) illustrates the error, fraction of
approximated safe-to-approximate static operations, and en-
ergy savings under the Aggressive system specification. Un-
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Figure 13: Results of the genetic filtering plus greedy refining under Aggressive system specification with expectation
set to 20%, 10%, and 5% along with the results when all the safe-to-approximate operations are approximated.
lu, approximating any operation will lead to the violation
of the 10% and 5% expectations. Consequently, the selection
algorithm does not approximate any of the operations. How-
ever, under the High setting, our selection algorithm was able
to approximate a subset of the static operations while sat-
isfying all the expectations. As Figure 12c and Figure 13c
show, even though the Aggressive setting has a higher po-
tential for energy savings than the High setting, because of
the error expectations, the Aggressive system delivers sig-
nificantly lower energy benefits with expectation =10% (3%
geometric mean energy savings with Aggressive versus 10%
with High) and =5% (1% versus 9% geometric mean energy
savings). Conversely, as Figure 13c and Figure 12c show zx-
ing gains higher energy savings with the Aggressive system
rather than the High system. The selection algorithm finds
similar numbers of operations for both settings (Figure 13b
and Figure 12b). However, the Aggressive system enables
more energy savings with the same operations. In fact, our
framework provides a guidance for the hardware systems
to choose the level of approximation considering quality-of-
result expectations and application behavior. For fft and lu,
an adaptive hardware system would dial down approxima-
tion to the High setting to still benefit from approximation
while providing statistical quality-of-result guarantees. For
zxing, the adaptive system would conversely use the Aggres-
sive setting. We performed similar experiments with the Mild
and Medium settings, which we did not include due to the
space limitations. The trends are similar.
For programmers, selecting which operations to approx-
imate to satisfy quality-of-result expectations is a tedious
task. The automated ExpAX framework not only reduces the
programmer effort in identifying safe-to-approximate oper-
ations but also eliminates the need for programmer involve-
ment in providing statistical quality-of-result guarantees.
Confidence in statistical guarantees. To assess the con-
fidence in the statistical guarantees, we measure the 95%
central confidence intervals using the ten unseen validation
datasets. These inputs are not used during the selection algo-
rithm. Table 3 shows the 95% confidence intervals. To avoid
bias when measuring the confidence intervals, we assume
that the prior distribution is uniform. Consequently, the pos-
terior will be a Beta distribution, BETA(k+ 1, n+ 1− k),
where n is the number of datasets (number of observed sam-
ples) and k is the number of datasets on which the approx-
imated program satisfies the expectation [26]. In Table 3,
the confidence interval (83%,99%) means that on arbitrary
input datasets, with 95% confidence, the approximated ver-
sion of the program will satisfy the programmer expecta-
tions with probability between 83% to 99%. The jmeint and
lu show slightly lower confidence intervals with the Aggres-
sive system setting. As discussed, an adaptive system can
use the confidence information to run the program with other
settings that provide higher confidence intervals. As Table 3
shows, almost uniformly, ExpAX provides high-confidence
statistical guarantees that the approximated program will
satisfy the specified expectations. These results confirm the
effectiveness of the ExpAX framework.
5.3 Limitations and Considerations
Handling large programs. The framework can divide
large programs into smaller kernels and run the optimiza-
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Table 3: 95-percent central confidence intervals for satisfying the programmer-specified expectations.
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(83%,99%) (83%,99%) (83%,99%) (83%,99%) (83%,99%) (83%,99%)10% (69%,97%) (83%,99%)
5% (76%,98%) (83%,99%)
tion step by step. However, the order in which the kernels
are optimized may affect the optimality of the results.
Online versus offline selection. This paper only focused
on offline optimization. However, a JIT compiler may further
optimize the selection during runtime. Nonetheless, there is
a tradeoff between compute and energy resources allocated
to the optimization and the benefits of online optimization.
One option is to offload the online optimization to the cloud
where the compute resources are abundant and the paral-
lelism in our selection algorithm can be exploited.
Obtaining input datasets. In the current form, ExpAX re-
quires programmers to provide the training and validation
datasets. An alternative is to deploy a precise version of the
application and then automatically collect the training and
validation data as the application runs in the field. Then, the
selection algorithm can update the application code.
Symbolic approximate execution. Our current system is a
data-driven optimization framework which relies on profil-
ing information. However, future research can incorporate
probabilistic symbolic execution into our framework.
6. Related Work
There is a growing body of work on programming lan-
guages, reasoning, analysis, transformations, and synthesis
for approximate computing. These works can be character-
ized based on (1) static vs. dynamic nature, (2) the granular-
ity of approximation, (3) safety guarantees, (4) quality-of-
result guarantees, and (5) automation and programmer ef-
fort. To this end, ExpAX is a static automated framework
that works on the fine grain granularity of single instruc-
tions and provides “formal” safety and “statistical” quality-
of-result guarantees, while minimizing the programmer ef-
fort to only providing high-level implicit annotations and au-
tomating the selection of the approximate operations through
static analysis and a two-phase optimization algorithm.
EnerJ [21] is an imperative programming language that
statically uses the programmer-specified type qualifiers for
the program variables. EnerJ works at the granularity of in-
structions and provides safety but not quality-of-result guar-
antees. In EnerJ, the programmer must explicitly mark all
the approximate variables. Rely [4] is another programming
language that requires programmers to explicitly mark both
variables and operations as approximate. Rely works at the
granularity of instructions and symbolically verifies whether
the quality-of-result requirements are satisfied for each func-
tion. To provide this guarantee, Rely requires the program-
mer to not only mark all variables and operations as approx-
imate but also provide preconditions on the reliability and
range of the data. Both EnerJ and Rely could be a backend
for ExpAX when it automatically generates the approximate
version of the program. Similarly, Carbin et al. [3] propose
a relational Hoare-like logic for reasoning about the correct-
ness of approximate programs. They provide stronger guar-
antees than us but require more programmer effort. Further,
their framework does not provide solutions for automatically
selecting which operations to approximate.
Several works have focused on approximation at the gran-
ularity of functions or loops. Loop perforation [16, 24, 25]
provides an automatic static technique that periodically skips
loop iterations. Even though loop perforation provides sta-
tistical quality-of-result guarantees, the technique is not safe
and perforated programs may crash. Zhu et al. [29] provide
an optimization procedure that uses randomized algorithms
to select an alternative approximate implementation of func-
tions at compile-time while providing statistical quality-of-
result guarantees. The programmer needs to provide the al-
ternative approximate implementation of the functions. The
randomized algorithm in [29] operates at the granularity of
functions which is not scalable to the fine-grained approx-
imation model that we investigate. Green [1] provides a
code-centric programming model for annotating loops for
early termination and functions for approximate substitu-
tion. The programmer needs to provide the alternative im-
plementation of the function. Green is also equipped with an
online quality-of-result monitoring system that adjusts the
level of approximation at runtime. Such runtime adjustments
are feasible due to the coarse granularity of the approxima-
tion. Similarly, Sage [19] and Paraprox [20] provide a set
of static approximation techniques for GPGPU kernels and
operate at the granularity of GPU kernels. Both systems are
equipped with online monitoring techniques; however, they
do not provide statistical quality-of-result guarantees.
Uncertain<T> [2] is a type system for probabilistic
programs that operate on uncertain data. It implements a
Bayesian network semantics for computation and condition-
als on probabilistic data. The work in [22] uses Bayesian net-
work representation and symbolic execution to verify prob-
abilistic assertions. We believe that ExpAX can use these
probabilistic models to provide stronger quality-of-result
guarantees. However, these techniques are not concerned
with programming models or algorithms for selecting ap-
proximate operations. The work in [23] uses a genetic al-
gorithm to directly manipulate program binaries for gains in
energy. It does not provide safety or quality-of-result guaran-
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tees. Alternatively, we use a combination of a genetic and a
greedy algorithm to select which operations to approximate.
In contrast to the prior work, we provide a high-level im-
plicit programming model, a static analysis, and a profile-
driven optimization that automatically finds approximate op-
erations that are in the granularity of single instructions and
execute on unreliable hardware. ExpAX reduces program-
mer effort to a great extent while providing formal safety
and statistical quality-of-result guarantees.
7. Conclusions
We described ExpAX, a comprehensive framework for au-
tomating approximate programming that constitutes pro-
gramming, analysis, and optimization. We developed a pro-
gramming model based on a new program specification in
the form of error expectations. Our programming model
enables programmers to implicitly relax the accuracy con-
straints on low-level program data and operations without
explicitly marking them as approximate. The expectations
also allow programmers to quantitatively express error con-
straints. We developed a static safety analysis that uses the
high-level expectations and automatically infers a safe-to-
approximate set of program operations. We described a
system-independent optimization algorithm for selecting a
subset of these operations to approximate while delivering
significant energy savings and providing statistical guaran-
tees that the error expectations will be satisfied. Selecting
which operations to approximate while satisfying quality-of-
result expectations is a tedious task for programmers. To this
end, the automated ExpAX framework not only reduces the
programmer effort in identifying safe-to-approximate opera-
tions (3× to 113×) but also eliminates the need for program-
mer involvement in providing quality-of-result guarantees.
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A. Semantics of Expectations
This appendix gives an instrumented semantics of programs
under a given system specification. The goal of this seman-
tics is two-fold: first, it precisely specifies the meaning of ex-
pectations; and second, it specifies the runtime instrumenta-
tion that our optimization framework needs in order to mea-
sure the impact on accuracy and energy of approximating a
given set of operations in the program.
Figure 14 shows the domains of the instrumented seman-
tics. We use L to denote the set of labels of operations in the
program that are approximated. We use ρ, a valuation of real-
valued data to all program variables, to denote both the input
to the program and the runtime state of the program at any
instant. Finally, we use θ to denote a valuation to all expecta-
tions in the program at any instant. The value of expectation
labeled k, denoted θ(k), is either a pair of integers (n1, n2)
or a real value c, depending upon whether the expectation
tracks the error rate or the error magnitude, respectively. In
particular, n1/n2 denotes the error rate thus far in the exe-
cution, and c denotes the largest error magnitude witnessed
thus far. Tracking these data suffices to determine, at any in-
stant, whether or not each expectation in the program meets
its specified error bound.
We define an instrumented semantics of programs using
the above semantic domains. Figure 15 shows the rules of
the semantics for the most interesting cases: operations and
expectations. For brevity, we omit the rules for the remaining
kinds of statements, as they are relatively straightforward.
Each rule is of the form:
L |=S 〈s, ρ1, ρ∗1, θ1〉
r
 〈ρ2, ρ∗2, θ2〉
and describes a possible execution of program s under the
assumption that the set of approximated operations in the
program is L, the start state is ρ1 with expectation valuation
θ1, and the system is specified by S. The execution ends
in state ρ2 with expectation valuation θ2, and the energy
cost of executing all operations (approximated as well as
precise) in the execution is r. Note that ρ1 and ρ2 track
the actual (i.e., potentially erroneous) values of variables in
the approximated program. We call these actual states, in
contrast to corresponding shadow states ρ∗1 and ρ
∗
2 that track
the precise values of variables. We require shadow states to
compute expectation valuations θ. For instance, to determine
the valuation of expectation rate(v) < c at the end of an
execution, we need to know the fraction of times that this
expectation was executed in which an error was incurred on
v, which in turn needs determining whether or not v had a
precise value each time the expectation was reached in the
execution.
To summarize, an instrumented program execution tracks
the following extra information at any instant:
• a shadow state ρ∗, a vector of real-valued data of length
|V| that tracks the precise current value of each program
variable;
(approximated operations) L ⊆ L
(program state) ρ, ρ∗ ∈ V→ R
(error expectation values) θ ∈ K→ (Z2 ∪ R)
Figure 14: Semantic domains of instrumented program.
• a real-valued data r tracking the cumulative energy cost of
all operations executed thus far; and
• the expectation valuation θ, a vector of integer pairs or real
values of length |K| that tracks the current error incurred
at each expectation in the program.
We now give the semantics of operations and expectations.
Semantics of Operations. Rules (ASGN-EXACT) and
(ASGN-APPROX) in Figure 15 show the execution of a pre-
cise and an approximate operation, respectively. The opera-
tion v :=l δ(e1, e2) is approximate if and only if its label l is
contained in set L. We use Jδ(e1, e2)K(ρ) to denote the result
of expression δ(e1, e2) in state ρ. We need to determine i) the
energy cost of this operation, and ii) the value of variable v
after the operation executes, in the actual state (determining
its value in the shadow state is straightforward). To deter-
mine these two quantities, we use the system specification
S to get the error model of operation o as (cε, rε) and its
energy model as (cj , rj). Then, in the precise case, the op-
eration costs energy rj , whereas in the approximate case, it
costs lesser energy rj(1− cj). Moreover, in the approximate
case, the operation executes erroneously with probability cε
and precisely with probability 1− cε; in the erroneous case,
the operation yields a potentially erroneous value for vari-
able v, namely r ± rε instead of value r that would result if
the operation executed precisely.
Semantics of Expectations. Rules (EXP-RATE), (EXP-
MAG), and (EXP-BOTH) in Figure 15 show the execution
of the three kinds of expectations. The only thing that these
rules modify is the error expectation value of θ(k), where
k is the label of the expectation. We explain each of these
three rules separately.
Rule (EXP-RATE) handles the execution of the expecta-
tion rate(v) < c, updating incoming value θ(k) = (n1, n2)
to either (n1, n2 + 1) or (n1 + 1, n2 + 1), depending upon
whether the actual and shadow values of variable v are equal
or not equal, respectively. In both cases, we increment n2—
the number of times this expectation has been executed thus
far. But we increment n1—the number of times this expecta-
tion has incurred an error thus far—only in the latter case. At
the end of the entire program’s execution, we can determine
whether or not the error rate of this expectation—over all in-
stances it was reached during that execution—was under the
programmer-defined bound c; dividing n1 by n2 in the final
value of θ(k) provides this error rate.
Rule (EXP-MAG) handles the execution of the expec-
tation magnitude(v) < c using ξ, updating incoming value
θ(k) to the greater of θ(k) and the new magnitude of error
incurred by this expectation, as determined by programmer-
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defined function ξ. The reason it suffices to keep only the
maximum value is, at the end of the entire program’s exe-
cution, we only require knowing whether or not the max-
imum error magnitude of this expectation—over all in-
stances it was reached during that execution—was under
the programmer-specified bound c.
Finally, Rule (EXP-BOTH) handles the execution of the
expectation magnitude(v) > c using ξ with rate < c′, up-
dating incoming value θ(k) = (n1, n2) as in Rule (EXP-
RATE), except that the condition under which n1 is incre-
mented is not that the most recent execution of this expec-
tation incurred an error, but instead that it incurred an error
whose magnitude exceeded the programmer-specified bound
c (according to programmer-defined function ξ).
B. Meta-Analysis for Approximation Safety
This appendix provides a backward meta-analysis for the
approximation safety analysis defined in Section 3.2. Using
the terminology of Zhang et al. [28], the approximation
safety analysis is called a forward analysis. Together, the
forward and backward analysis pair form an instance of
the framework by Zhang et al. [28], provided the transfer
functions for atomic statements of the two analyses meet
a requirement described below. The framework instantiated
using this pair of analyses efficiently infers the largest set of
operations that is safe to approximate in a given program.
The backward meta-analysis is specified by the following
data, shown in Figure 16:
• A set Ψ and a function
γ ∈ Ψ→ 22
L×D.
Elements in Ψ are the main data structures used by the
meta-analysis, and γ determines their meanings. We sug-
gest to read elements in Ψ as predicates over (2L × D).
The meta-analysis uses such a predicate ψ ∈ Ψ to ex-
press a sufficient condition for verification failure: for ev-
ery (L, d) ∈ γ(ψ), if we instantiate the forward analysis
with set L of operations to be approximated, and run this
instance from the abstract state d (over the part of a trace
analyzed so far), we will obtain abstract state > (that is,
the forward analysis will not be able to prove that the set
of operations L is safe to approximate).
• A function
btrans[t] ∈ Ψ→ Ψ
for each atomic statement t. The input ψ1 ∈ Ψ represents
a postcondition on (2L × D). Given such ψ1, the function
computes the weakest precondition ψ such that running t
from any abstract state in γ(ψ) has an outcome in γ(ψ1).
This intuition is formalized by the following requirement
on the backward analysis’s transfer function btrans[t]:
∀ψ1 ∈ Ψ : γ(btrans[t](ψ1)) =
{ (L, d) | (L, transL(d)[t]) ∈ γ(ψ1) }
ψ ∈ Ψ
ψ ::= approx(l) | tainted(v) | tainted(h, f) | err
| true | false | ¬ψ | ψ1 ∨ ψ2 | ψ1 ∧ ψ2
γ ∈ Ψ→ 2(2
L×D)
γ(approx(l)) = {(L, d) | l ∈ L}
γ(tainted(v)) = {(L, π) | v ∈ π}
γ(tainted(h, f)) = {(L, π) | (h, f) ∈ π}
γ(err) = {(L,>)}
γ(true) = (2L × D)
γ(false) = ∅
γ(¬ψ) = (2L × D) \ γ(ψ)
γ(ψ1 ∨ ψ2) = γ(ψ1) ∪ γ(ψ2)
γ(ψ1 ∧ ψ2) = γ(ψ1) ∩ γ(ψ2)
btrans[t] ∈ Ψ→ Ψ
btrans[v :=l δ(e1, e2)](err) = err
btrans[precise(v)](err) = err ∨ tainted(v)
btrans[accept(v)](err) = err
btrans[p.f := v](err) = err
btrans[v := p.f ](err) = err
btrans[t](approx(l)) = approx(l)
btrans[v2 :=
l δ(e1, e2)](tainted(v1)) ={
tainted(v1) if v2 6= v1
approx(l) ∨
∨
v∈uses(e1,e2) tainted(v) if v2 = v1
btrans[precise(v2)](tainted(v1)) =
{
tainted(v1) if v2 6= v1
false if v2 = v1
btrans[accept(v2)](tainted(v1)) =
{
tainted(v1) if v2 6= v1
false if v2 = v1
btrans[p.f := v2](tainted(v1)) = tainted(v1)
btrans[v2 := p.f ](tainted(v1)) ={
tainted(v1) if v2 6= v1∨
h∈pts(p) tainted(h) if v2 = v1
btrans[v :=l δ(e1, e2)](tainted(h, f)) = tainted(h, f)
btrans[precise(v)](tainted(h, f)) = tainted(h, f)
btrans[accept(v)](tainted(h, f)) = tainted(h, f)
btrans[p.f := v](tainted(h, f)) ={
tainted(h, f) ∨ tainted(v) if h ∈ pts(p)
tainted(h, f) otherwise
btrans[v := p.f ](tainted(h, f)) = tainted(h, f)
Figure 16: Backward meta-analysis for approximation safety.
where trans is the forward analysis’s transfer function
defined in Figure 8.
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L |=S 〈v :=l δ(e1, e2), ρ, ρ∗, θ〉
rj
 〈ρ[v 7→ r], ρ∗[v 7→ r∗], θ〉 [if l /∈ L] (ASGN-EXACT)
where
[
S(δ) = ((__, __), (__, rj)) and r = Jδ(e1, e2)K(ρ) and r∗ = Jδ(e1, e2)K(ρ∗)
]
L |=S 〈v :=l δ(e1, e2), ρ, ρ∗, θ〉
r1 〈ρ[v 7→ r2], ρ∗[v 7→ r∗], θ〉 [if l ∈ L] (ASGN-APPROX)
where
 S(δ) = ((cε, rε), (cj , rj)) and r = Jδ(e1, e2)K(ρ) and r∗ = Jδ(e1, e2)K(ρ∗)
and r1 = rj(1− cj) and r2 =
{
r with probability 1− cε
r ± rε with probability cε

L |=S 〈(rate(v) < c)k, ρ, ρ∗, θ〉
0
 〈ρ, ρ∗, θ[k 7→ (n′1, n2 + 1)]〉 (EXP-RATE)
where
[
θ(k) = (n1, n2) and n′1 =
{
n1 + 1 if ρ(v) 6= ρ∗(v)
n1 otherwise
]
L |=S 〈(magnitude(v) < c using ξ)k, ρ, ρ∗, θ〉
0
 〈ρ, ρ∗, θ[k 7→ max(θ(k), f(ρ(v), ρ∗(v))]〉 (EXP-MAG)
L |=S 〈(magnitude(v) > c using ξ with rate < c′)k, ρ, ρ∗, θ〉
0
 〈ρ, ρ∗, θ[k 7→ (n′1, n2 + 1)]〉 (EXP-BOTH)
where
[
θ(k) = (n1, n2) and n′1 =
{
n1 + 1 if f(ρ(v), ρ∗(v)) > c
n1 otherwise
]
Figure 15: Instrumented program semantics. Rules for compound statements and heap operations are omitted for brevity.
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